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Abstraot

The radiation reaction force distribution
along a traveling path of the electron ring uni
formly moving through a single cavity with drift
tubes is investigated by means of numerical me
thods.The total radiation losses of moving source
per one structure period for a model of periodic
structure with the channel are calculated using
the factorization !e~.!-q~e~

The main 'task of this work is 'to clear
up some features of electron ring interac
tion wi1ih an element of accelera1iing sys
tem (single cavity) and to carry out a ri
gorous estimation of energy losses in a
closed periodic structure mode1.

I. The radiation reaction force in
the singie cavity

The calcul.a1iion of energy losses aris
ing when a uniformly charged ring moves
through a cylindrical cavity (radius b,
length 2d) with entrance and exit "tube of
radii a (see Fig.1) is described in paper1 )
The radiation spectrum consists of a dis
crete set of structure modes and a con'ti
nuous frequency region.

The structure resonant frequencies are
within ~1C/b<Wm.s-<~c/a where ~11 are the
roots of equation Jo(~)=O. The frequencies
are slightly higher then those of a similar
closed cavity. Calcul.ations show tha't the
lowest spectral lines excited by electron
ring can be deteI"JIH-ned by simple expressions
for closed cavit~) with good accuracy; the
intensity of higher structure resonant fre
quencies is well below then that for a
closed cavity. The energy losses on discrete
line excitation very quickly achieve the
limit value and become indeRendent of 'the
relativistic factor t=1/(1- /'->2)1/ 2 (~='U"/C).

At relativistic energies ( r»1 ) the
continuous spectrum radiation (to) C~1 / a. )
into the waveguides makes the main contri
bution to the losses. The upper limit of
1ihe radiation spectrum is by the order of
magnitude equal to

WmQ,X 'V C~r/(a.... p) (1)

(P - radius of the electron ring) and in-
creases with ,which gives energy depen-
dence of radiation losses close to linear.
Some numerical data on radiation for va
rious resonator forms are given in Table.

It is interesting to find the distri
bution of radiation reaction force along
the source trajectory. The total force
applied from the radiation field to all
elements of the ring with overall charge

Q is de1iermined by the field value of the
ring
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T(l)= Q~ E:
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(p:z.)eLli'ld.w= ~TcJI)d.w (2)
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The spectral amplitude of electrical field
induced by 'the moving ring in the structure
is taken as

co .
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Fig.I. The distribution of radiation reaction
force along the trajectory
a) small ring velocities
b) relativistic ring velocities
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where hS=;!~/C)2-(»"/Cl)211/2 9n=[CW/C)2.-N"/6)21Y'-
longitu wave numberJ, and An, Bn , ern,
Dn - the unknown ampli1iudes ot the wave
guides modes in different regions of the
structure. Numerical analysis of T(z) in-
volves solution of a linear system of equ
ation for those amplitudes, presented in
paper1 ), and computation of the integral (2).

It is worth-while to mention some spe
cific features of spectral component of
retarding force. It may be shown tram the
analysis of the set of equations tor the
coefficients that in a frequency region
w<-J1C/a. T(z) is an odd function of vari
able z. ~s a function of frequency ~z)
has simple poles. It the dissipation is
taken into account those poles are replaced
into the lower half-plane of the complex
argument • The integration path in (2)
goes on real axis and bypasses the poles
on semicircles of small radii above them.
Then the integral (2) may be expressed as
the principal value of the integral minus
9t~ ~ ReSTw~~(i)(here the direction of poles
turning is ~aken into account).

One can see from (I) that the main
contribution to (2) for small ~ is deter
mined by the low frequency region. In this
case the function T(z) is antisymmetric
about the central plane of the structure
and presents the successive ring retarda
tion and acceleration by the surface charg
es induced on the wall of the structure
(see Fig.la). For larger r contributions
from resonant frequencies and from conti
nuous high-frequency spectrum into (2) be
come essential. In Fig.Ib the distribution
of the retarding force vs z for three va
lues of r is presented. It may be seen
that the retarding force in the entrance
waveguide and in the first part of the tra
jectory in the cavity is negligible. The
length of path without retarding was found
to increase withr • For the successive
part of trajectory the retarding force act
ing on the ring is oscillatory, the ampli
tude of oscillation decreasing with the
distance from the cavity. The maximum of
retarding force along the trajectory for
relativistic energies is weakly dependent
on r , but the period of oscillation in
creases proportionally to t .

We may find the distribution of retar
ding force at large distances trom the ca
vity (z/a~ 1) if we evaluate the integral
(2) by the stationary phase method. For the
exit waveguide (z,;> d) the stationary points
Q are determined by d hn. _ .i and hence

n dw - "

(4)

The stationary phase condition means that
the essential part of ring tnteraction with
radiated field takes place for frequencies
on which the group velocity of waveguide
modes and the ring velocity are equal. If
we take into aooount only the main term.

(D:=1) in asymptotic expansion of the integ
ral (2) then

It is clear that the retarding force oscil
lates along the source trajectory with a -1
period of zo= 2.~~ta./~.. and decreases as i. ~

For the entrance waveguide (z< -d) sta
tionary points are absent and the asympto
tic value of T(z) is equal to zero. The ob
tained distribution of retarding force per
mits 'to make some jUdgements about ring
interaction with structures consisting of
several cavi'ties. The interaction with each
of them may be considered independently
only if retarding force decreases subs'tan
tionally along 'the path between neighbour
ing cavities. The length of effective ~
teraction increases with energy and the
pattern of radiated field is de'termined by
all elements of the structure. If there is

a long - waveguide tract after the accele
rating structure, the lat'ter may be consi
dered as a single scattering obstacle of
composite form. In this case the nearly
linear dependence of radiation loss is va
lid, bu't the total radiation loss is not
proPOr't10nal to the number of cavities.

2. The radiation losses in a
channel or per10dic structure

The rigorous solution of the boundary
problem of eleo'tromagnetic field induoed
by a line charge uniformly moving pas't an
open periodic structure and a crude esti
mation of the radiativ~ energy loss are
given in3). In paper 4) numerical calcula
tion was carried out and an analytic asymp
totic evaluation of the loss T 'V t- Y2 was
obtained. It is interesting to obtain 'the
energy loss dependence for a source moving
through a channel of a periodical structure.
We shall produce 'the analysis for twodimen
sional model of 1:ihe structure as shown in
Fig.2. As a source of field we assume a
uniformly charged rod with the linear
charge density q, which moves with cons
tant veloci'ty along the axis of the struc
ture a't a distance b from it.

The periodic structure under examina
tion is supplemen'tal (in the sense of the
Babinet principle) to the open comb struc
ture investiga'ted previously in'), and it
can be described by a similar sys'tiem of
dual integral equations for the curren't
density induced a1; 'the plates. The formal
solution for 'the periodic s'truc'ture with
'the channel based on the factor~~ation
me'thod was obtained in 'the work).

The spectral ampli'tude of the current
at the pla'te z = 0 is represented as Four
ier integral
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}UlO=_~f( 1II')COS1lt~ + G(lIt)sln1lrvldur (6)

The unkr:Lown functions PCw). G(w) sa
1iisfy the se1i of integral equations

r[F(W)COSW~1dw-O Ilfl< t
_~ G(w) ~ln1ll'~ - (7)

1[F(W) cosW'tlL.(ur)d.1Ir"'~ e- ~[sh~~ll~\')l
-CD G(ur)sLn1l/'~l ZlI&\L ch~;
where the kernel L(w) may be written in the
form.:

The constant coefficients K,M,Kt,Kt
satisfy 'the system linear algebraic equa
tions

(9)
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Fig.2. Energy loss per period as a function
of the relativistic factor •
Curves are presented for various
values of bIt :
l.b/i=o; 2.b/i.o.75; 3.b/i=1; 4.b/i=o.95

where

(10)

1 • Ufa. 0 2
k (ka. slnka. \2: -~ ~ lin

~(uf)= r~ TCoSkQ -COS(ko.~/ e "

Here the upper string in brackets corres
ponds to the odd part of current and the
lower to the even part one. ~e function
L1(w) may be written in the form of the
iDf'ini'te produc't.

L( - "sinva. ::. ~ L1(w-)· L1~ur)
ur)- cos trCl- - COSO~o./~)- a. ur2 + kYtl,2 (8)

We shall assume the Fourier amplitude
of odd and even parts of the current (with
respect to y) written in the form

[~~:~]=~:;~\[~]t~[~tJ::~\.
~ t:~)H~]+ ~[~:l: ~~I
Urt =/k2- (k/~ -2d/o.)2 • -Ii =± V2,....
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It can be seen from (11) that the coeffici
ents Km, Mm become exponentially small when
the number m is increased. Hence, the in
finite system of equations may be replaced
by a finite one. The radiation loss from
a charged rod per period may be calculated
as a work of the radiated field on the so
urce and Dlay be represented as

T,. - 1fHt
2O,RQt r(K -I- [K ~r -~t ~shl~

U. ~l\ t·r~ur)
o ~ ~ t (12)

-t(M-t IM Lf -Urt \chrt] dw
t ttr+W"t) L.,(LI)

The spectral distribution of losses
for various parameters of the problem and
total radiative losses as a function of
the relativistic factorthave been numeri
cally evaluated by means of a computer. An
example of the radiation loss dependence
versus energy is given in Fig.2. It can be
seen that for low r the radiation loss i~

creases rather quickly with source energy
and then approaches a certain limit value
which depends on the transvers e dimensions
of the structure channel. For small values
of the distance b from the structure axis
the radiation loss was found to increase
monotonically with t but for bigger b there
is a specific maximum at low energies. It
can be noted that the most part of the ra
diation for the relativistic case is pro
vided by the component of the induced cur
rent, antisymmetric with respect to y. The

limit value of the energy loss was found
to tend to 0 with increasing the transver·..e
dimensions of the structure channel;
it ~or~esponds to the results given in pa
per;S,4). The r - independent character of
the radiation loss for ultrarelativistic
case is in agreement with calculations :fQr
a more real model of periodic structure7) •
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~

Cavity shape factor bid 4 2 ~

Relativistic factor 2 5 10 20 2 5 10 20 2 5 10 20

Radiation to the 0.02 0.25 0.53 0.03 0.30 0.67 0.07 0.50 1.01
entrance waveguide

Radiation to the 0.03 0.30 0.74 0.04 0.40 1.01 0.07 0.77 1.64
exit waveguide

Continuous spectrum 0.05 0.55 1.27 2.25 0.07 0.70 1.67 2.95 0.13 1.27 2.65 4.71
losses

Discrete spectrum 0.60 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.82 1.33 1.41 1.43 0 •.63 1.67 1.83 1.87
losses

Total losses 0.65 1.37 2.12 3.11 0.89 2.04 3.08 4.38 0.76 2.94 3.48 6.57

Notes: 1. Radiation loss values are normalized by Q2/a ;
2. Relative waveguide size is alb. 0.5 •


